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Disclaimers & Forward looking statements
This proprietary presentation (the “Presentation”) is given for general informational purposes only and shall be kept strictly confidential. Until a Definitive Agreement is 
executed and delivered, there shall be no legal obligations owed by either party of any kind whatsoever (other than those relating to confidentiality) with respect to any of the 
material contained in the Presentation. The term “Definitive Agreement” shall mean a legally binding agreement setting forth the terms and conditions and other provisions 
relating to any transaction. All of the information contained in the Presentation is subject to further modification and any and all forecasts, projections or forward-looking 
statements contained herein shall not be relied upon as facts nor relied upon as any representation of future results which may materially vary from such projections and 
forecasts. You should obtain your own independent advice on the accounting and tax aspects of the proposed solution outlined in this Presentation. You agree that you are 
not relying and will not rely on any communication (written or oral) of Marianna Naturals Corp (“MC”) as investment advice or as a recommendation to enter into any 
transaction, and that you are capable of assessing the merits of and understanding (on your own behalf or through independent professional advice), and should you enter 
into a Definitive Agreement with MC, you will do so because you understand and accept, the terms and conditions and risks (including but not limited to economic, 
competitive, operational, accounting and tax risks) of such transaction. MC does not in any way warrant, represent or guarantee the accounting or tax results of the 
transaction described in the Presentation nor does it hold itself out as a legal, tax or accounting advisor to any party. Nothing contained herein is in any way intended by MC 
to offer, solicit and/or market any security or any securities related product which MC is otherwise prohibited by United States, or any other applicable laws, rules, 
regulations, or guidelines from offering, soliciting, or marketing.

David Arquette, actor & producer

Hollywood loves 
Marianna Naturals' 
beauty products.



Marianna Naturals is a company that manufactures fresh handmade beauty 
care, personal care, and cosmetics products, which was born from the hugely 
popular Beauty Kitchen YouTube series. The founder, Heather Marianna, a 
bubbly social media personality, translated her passion for looking and feeling 
her absolute best into the development of her all-natural beauty and skincare 
product line.

About us



Beauty Kitchen’s founder and CEO, Heather 
Marianna, skyrocketed in popularity with the 
launch of her Beauty Kitchen YouTube series in 
2012 where she showcased simple, do-it-yourself 
beauty recipes made with common kitchen 
household ingredients. The series generated a 
powerful following of more than 4 million 
viewers.  Heather Marianna has starred on 
Bravo’s luxury-travel series, “Tour Group” in 
2015 and was featured on Oxygen’s “My 
Super Shopping Addiction” in addition to 
appearing on several episodes of MTV’s 
“Teen Mom OG.”  The DIY guru has also 
appeared on countless news segments across 
the country as a beauty expert, showcasing her 
own simple tricks and tips.  She is the official 
beauty expert for KSNV-NBC 3 in Las Vegas and 
appears monthly to captivate viewers with new 
DIY tutorials.  

Marianna Naturals 
History

Heather Marianna & Comedian George Lopez



Amplification Strategy
Marianna Naturals has a long history of premium all-natural products, great customer service, excellent shipping speed, and extensive, positive 
press coverage. 
Marianna Naturals is pursuing a two-tier strategy, aligning with emerging trends of consumers preferring all-natural beauty products and 
influencer branded products:  

• Marianna Naturals the current premium all-natural product line, and
• Marianna Naturals Private Label Collaborations, specialty products produced for and marketed by celebrities and

influencers.

Expansion into Canada – 2020 & Beyond
Marianna Naturals will amplify its marketing strategy with up-to-date techniques for customer conversion and acquisition, and Marianna 
Naturals Private Label Collaborations will leverage the reach of celebrities and influencers so that they can launch their own products and 
convert customers. Marianna Naturals will also provide an accelerator for developing and launching celebrity and influencer all-natural 
specialty beauty care collaborative lines; making them an impressive target for acquisition by a beauty industry Titan.

Jersey's Shore Jen Harley



Lou Ferrigno (AKA The Hulk) at the Emmy Awards



Jersey's Shore Jen Harley



Q1 2020
• Execute a major digital marketing campaign

• Engage Small and Power-middle influencers

• Amplify existing social media influencers
and celebrity connections to continue to
drive revenue.  Increase Direct-to-
Consumer marketing spend to drive sales

• Launch Canada wide media campaign with
industry leader Market One Media

• Roll out  retail partnership stores across
Canada

Q2 2020 Q3 2020
• Marianna Naturals Corp. is incorporated in

Canada and purchases the domain name
Marianna.ca

• Marianna Naturals signs licensing agreement
with Heather Marianna LLC for full rights to
the Beauty Kitchen Brand

• Seed round for strategic investors starts for
anticipated public listing on the CSE via a
spin-out transaction with an existing Canadian
pubco

• Marianna Naturals signs definitive agreement
with pubco solidifying the spin-out transaction

• Complete manufacturing partnership with a

fully licensed cannabis facility

Q4 2020
• Continue executing digital marketing

and influencer campaigns across Canada

• Complete muscle gel deal with former
professional athletes and former
executives from the MLB

• Sign strategic partnerships across
Canada for beauty product distribution of their
CBD beauty products in licensed
retail cannabis stores

acquisitions and partnerships

• Develop a "Marianna Naturals" branded CBD
sports beverage aimed at a "healthy
lifestyle"

• Develop European influencer
partnerships in order to soft launch
Marianna Naturals online in Germany
& The Netherlands

• Complete the development of the CBD
sports beverage

• Launch Marianna Naturals Sports Beverage
online

• Explore opportunities to export the
sports beverage to approved countries

• Develop UK influencer partnerships in
order to soft launch Marianna Naturals
online

• Strategically engage top celebrities and
influencers for private label and/or
collaborations for future revenue ramp

• Complete the acquisition of Heather Marianna
LLC doing business as Beauty Kitchen

• Continue discussions with former NBA All-Star
players to develop  a CBD muscle gel for
professional athletes

• Close $1M round of financing

• Anticipated public listing on the CSE

Q1 2021
• Launch CBD muscle gel online in

Canada

• Continue to seek out strategic

Q2 2021

Key Milestones



• The global skin care and beauty products market size is projected to
reach over USD 750 billion by 2025 expanding at a CAGR of 4.4% 

• The global CBD market size is expected to reach USD 23.6 billion
by 2025, expanding at a CAGR of 22.2%

• The global Functional Mushroom market size is projected to reach
USD 24850 million by 2026, from USD 23430 million in 2020, at a
CAGR of 5.6% during 2021-2026. 

SKIN CARE & 
BEAUTY

CBD

FUNCTIONAL 
MUSHROOMS

Global Market Size by Sector

Market Definition
The Beauty & Personal Care market is defined 
here as consumer goods for cosmetics and 
body care. Included are beauty cosmetics for 
the face, lips, skin care products, fragrances 
and personal care products such as hair care, 
deodorants and shaving products. Excluded are 
beauty services, such as hairdressers, 
professional products and electric personal 
care products. Products that primarily serve 
medical purposes are also excluded here but 
shown as part of the OTC Pharmaceuticals 
market. 

1

2

3

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-skin-care-products-market
2 https://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-cannabidiol-cbd-market
http://www.wicz.com/story/42365040/functional-mushroom-market-size-2020-analysis-by-cagr-of-56-industry-share-business-
strategies-emerging-demands-growth-rate-recent-trends-opportunity

1

3

Marianna Naturals touches all 3 Market Segments



• Hot Skin-Care Brand Drunk Elephant Sells For
$845 Million, Minting Founder A Fortune

Shiseido announced Tuesday that it will spend $845 million to acquire Drunk 
Elephant, the female-founded clean beauty brand that has become one of the 
fastest-growing prestige skin-care companies in history. Tiffany Masterson  
founded Drunk Elephant in Houston in 2012 while she was a stay-at-home mom 
of four. With the help of a contract chemist, Masterson developed serums and 
creams formulated without what she deemed as the “suspicious six” ingredients: 
essential oils, drying alcohols, silicones, chemical sunscreens, fragrances and 
sodium lauryl sulfate. Early on, Masterson’s brother-in-law invested $300,000 and 
her brother also invested an undisclosed amount and became president. Drunk 
Elephant is now one of the top-selling brands at Sephora, its exclusive brick-and-
mortar retailer. https://www.forbes.com/sites/chloesorvino/2019/10/08/hot-skincare-
brand-drunk-elephant-sells-for-845-million-minting-founder-a-fortune/#10a8084d5140

• Unilever acquires skin-care brand Tatcha for a
reported $500 Million

The luxury skin-care brand founded by Vicky Tsai 10 years ago is popular at 
retailers like Sephora for its high-end creams, mists, cleansers and exfoliators 
that draw on Japanese tradition and ingredients, it has seen rapid growth and 
impressive sales over the past several years in particular. For Victoria Tsai, 
what started as a hunt for a solution to her own skin-care troubles turned into a 
multi-million dollar beauty business. A decade after founding the skin-care 
brand, Tatcha, Tsai is selling her company to the consumer goods giant 
Unilever. https://www.inc.com/dan-whateley/tatcha-victoria-tsai-unilever-acquisition-
inc5000.html

• Aurora Cannabis Completes Acquisition of
Reliva LLC for $40 Million

Aurora Cannabis Inc. (the "Company" or "Aurora") (NYSE |TSX: ACB), the 
Canadian company defining the future of cannabinoids worldwide, today 
announced it has completed the previously announced acquisition of Reliva, 
LLC ("Reliva") a leader in the sale of hemp-derived CBD products in the 
United States for approximately US$40 million of Aurora common shares. The 
transaction also includes a potential earn-out of up to a maximum of US$45 
million payable at Aurora's option in shares or cash contingent upon Reliva 
achieving certain financial targets over the next two years. https://
www.newswire.ca/news-releases/aurora-cannabis-completes-acquisition-of-reliva-
llc-873760163.html

Skin Care Market 
Could Exceed US 
$750 Billion by 2025

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/cosmeticsskin-care-market-could-exceed-us-750-billion-
by-2025-301050270.html

Market Comparisons 
& Acquisitions



Operating Divisions

100% Owned by MRNN

100% Owned by MRNN

100% Owned by MRNN

Beauty Division

Marianna  Naturals Corp.
a Federal Corporation

Chart



AR Skin Diagnostics
Real-time Skin Analysis & Product Recommendation

Advanced Camera Technologies For Facial Analysis
• AI Trained 3D Facial Recognition with real-time tracking
• 106-point real-time facial landmarks to recognize users facial features
• Visual computing to generate real-time facial 3D live mesh with 3900

meshes
• AI Deep-Learning technology for demographic and facial expressions

analysis
• AI skin analysis for product recommendation
• User receives full analysis report and product list
• Share photos through social network
• Detect & scan (spots, wrinkles, texture, dark circles, moisture level, oil

control, redness containment and dehydration)

Real-time Live Camera Skin Diagnostic Tool 
with instant detection and detailed analysis
Customers can easily analyze their skin using 
their desktop computer or mobile phone 
camera, eliminating the need for specialized 
tools. 
• Consumers can feel confident as their skin

improves day-by-day thanks to the accurate
detection of skin problems.



Brand: Marianna Naturals
NPN: 80099949 SKU: 00044 ORIGIN: USA
Product name: Marianna Naturals Lemon Hand Sanitizer 60%
Quantity: 2 fl.oz/59ml
Dosage form: Gel
Route of administration: Topical
Sterile: No
Was animal tissue used in the processing of this product?: No
BENEFITS | SKIN CONCERNS | SKIN TYPE
Kill germs and fight bacteria with these all natural hand sanitizers. They even contain Aloe Vera, 
Pro Vitamin B-5 and Vitamin E to help contribute to healthy looking and great feeling skin. Don’t 
leave home without one! 2 ounce bottle. 
INGREDIENTS
Active Ingredient: Ethyl Alcohol 60% (Antiseptic). Inactive Ingredients: Purified Water, Glycerin, 
Aloe Barbadensis Extract, Lemon Peel Essential Oil. 
HOW TO USE
Use anytime to kill germs and bacteria by applying a pea 
sized amount to your hand and rubbing together for at least 
30 seconds.
CAUTIONS & WARNINGS
Keep away from open flame and sources of heat.
For external use only.
If swallowed, call a poison control centre or get medical 
help right away.
If irritation occurs, stop use and consult a health care 
provider.
When using this product avoid contact with eyes. If contact 
occurs, rinse thoroughly with water.

For sales please contact: info@marianna.ca
Tel. 514.434.2640

HELP REDUCE THE 
SPREAD OF 
COVID-19



FACTS: The study of mushrooms has been 
extensively researched for years with 
incredible benefits for your skin.  Not only do 
they improve anti-aging but the brightness of 
your skin, the elasticity and it stimulates 
collagen and has anti-inflammatory and 
antioxidant properties.

NEW PRODUCT LINE
Launching 3 new products including a 
unisex serum, eye cream and facial scrub. 
The mushroom extracts included in the 
formulations are Reishi, Chaga and 
Rooibos Leaf Extract. With an ever-
emerging trend and demand for products 
that contain mushrooms; the Marianna 
Naturals product formulation and R&D team 
completed the products by working around 
the clock.  

• Marianna Naturals purchases the domain
name www.mushroombrands.com

Functional Mushroom Product Line



COLLECTION

CBD 25mg soaps and 8 ounce hair and body wash. The full set includes Muscle Relief, 
Charcoal and Lavender (problem skin) and soothing Lemongrass and Coconut (perfect 
for dry dull skin), and our comfort zone wash. Like we say at the Beauty Kitchen 
everything can be solved with either CBD or a great skincare routine!

The following beauty products are also a part of 
our CBD Collection:
(Scrubs, Bath Soaks, Infused Rose Water, Muscle 
Relief Gels, Eye Gels, Masks, Cream Cleansers)

• CRUELTY FREE
• GLUTEN FREE
• DERMATOLOGIST TESTED
• PARABEN FREE
• SULFATE FREE



"We're very pleased to add a highly successful brand like Marianna to our growing portfolio of white-label partners," said John Campbell, Chief Strategic Officer at 
Bevcanna. "The proposed partnership fits well with our strategy of building out this vertical and our goal of achieving a consistent revenue stream for the business."
Bevcanna will become the exclusive Canadian manufacturing and distribution partner for Marianna's new line of CBD-based wellness beverages.
https://www.stockwatch.com/News/Item?bid=Z-C%3aBEV-2930321&symbol=BEV&region=C

*Bottle image is for visual rendering only. The final product may be different.*



Haute Agency offers experience in both the entertainment and fashion industries, while priding itself in a roster of 
diverse, multi-talented and refined talent. Our industry demands the crème de la crème, which is exactly what 
Haute Agency has to offer. 

Partnerships

PLC Health Solutions Inc. founded in 2012, is a BC based company specialized in the research & development, 
marketing and regulatory compliance of natural health products. The Company has developed several lines of 
proprietary natural health products to help consumers maintain and improve health. With a team consists of herbal 
chemist, QA specialist, formulation expert, Biology scientist, and clinician, PLC also provides a wide range of 
consulting services, especially to those overseas companies who want to enter North America market. 



100+ All Natural Products 

Skin Polish/Sugar Scrubs 
Bath Soaks 

Under Eye Gels 
Face Masks & Treatments 

Moisturizers & Body Sprays  
Bath Soaps & Hair 

Treatments 
Lip Care 

100% All-Natural Products



The Top 5
Sellers

Activated Charcoal Mask 
with Rosewater  

$22.50

Anti-aging Eye Gel Masks
30 Day Supply  

$95

Tropical Smoothie Skin Polish 
$26.50

Blemish Blaster Skin Polish 
Body Scrub  

$32.50

Sage & Lavender Crystal Infused Fragrant 
Body Spray  $20.50



Description of Facilities

Location: 1512 Industrial Road Boulder City, NV 89005 (3 units)

– Type:  Industrial Condo

– Owned/Leased:  Leased

– Square Footage:  1500/1500/1500

– Lease Term: Month-to-Month

– Rental Rate: $900/mo. for each

Location:  504 Nevada Way #1 and #5 Boulder City, NV 89005

– Type:  Retail

– Owned/Leased:  Leased

– Square Footage:  800/500

– Lease Term:  Month-to-Month

– Rental Rate:  $995/$795/mo.

Location:  10740 S. Eastern Ave Henderson, NV 89052

– Type:  Pop-up boutique

– Owned/Leased:  Leased

– Square Footage: 106

– Lease Term:  6 Months then option for Month-to-Month

– Rental Rate:  $800/mo.



Product Testimonials

“Beauty Kitchen’s Pomegranate Plum 
Perfection sugar scrub is the perfect 
gentle exfoliant for your body après le 
bain, so be sure to have it handy when 
you're ready for an at-home spa 
treatment.” – Sarah Boyd, Forbes 

“Loving my Bye Bye Cellulite you sent 
me!!!” – Brandi Glanville, Real 
Housewives of Beverly Hills 

“I love a good bubble bath and my 
favorite way to relax is with my beauty 
kitchenjunkie spa products!  Beside 
the heavenly smell, they leave my 
skin super soft!” – Angel Brinks, 
Basketball Wives LA 

“The pumpkin caramel latte lotion and 
24K collagen eye gel are may fav!!!” – 
Hazel - E, Love and Hip Hop 
Hollywood 

“The lavender sleep spray is my 
favorite to de stress before bed!” – 
Janelle Evans, Teen Mom OG 

“I love using my bath soak with Ronnie to 
relax!” – Jen Harley, Jersey Shore 



Amplify Existing Social Media Presence and 
Drive More Engagement  

@HeatherMarianna  
14,600 subscribers  
4,500,000+ views to date  

@HeatherMarianna  
48,500 followers  

@HeatherMarianna  
85,600 followers  
@BeautyKitchenJunkie  
27,900 followers  

@BeautyKitchenByHeatherMarianna  
10,000 likes  



Sales & Marketing Flow Chart Model

Direct to Consumer Sales Wholesale

White/Private-Label

Pop-up Shop & Retail Distr.

Celebrity Collaborations

Customer loyalty &
Word of mouth Print & digital media

Social media corporate
accounts

Weekly podcasts

Monthly television 
shows & events

Micro-influencers &
Celebrity influencers

Marketing Sales

(E-Commerce)



Strategic Partnerships:  Target Social Media Influencers looking to 
promote the brand or launch private label businesses 

Online Marketing:  Press Releases, Social Media Marketing, SEO, and 
Affiliate Marketing Programs 

Wholesale & Distribution:  Target key distributors in each province 
and attend industry trade shows.  Develop Big Box Retail. 

Marketing Strategy



The company is poised for massive growth with several new 

initiatives: !

• Launch major digital marketing campaign to drive direct-to-consumer sales!
• Identify JV partnership to exploit the massive growth in the CBD market and/or service large-scale white-label

CBD opportunities!
• Leverage existing social media following, celebrity clientele, and product reviews to reinvigorate customer base!
• Engage Small and Power-Middle Influencers to promote the Marianna Naturals brand!

• Drive our in-store pop-up initiative with high end boutiques throughout Canada!

• Target mass distribution with Big Box Retail !

Accelerating Growth



Engaging with Power-Middle Influencers

Why work with Power-middle influencers? 

• They are trusted by their audiences, having built their following
organically rather than through celebrity status

• They have a niche close-knit community of followers, who are
drawn to their ability to tell stories that inform or entertain

• They are 7 times more cost efficient than working with
celebrities or top-tiers and much easier to scale than a program
filled with micro-influencers.

• Their Followers engage 60% more and trust the influencer’s
reviews and opinions, and are more likely to take action

 Individuals with audiences of between 10,000 and 250,000 followers 

@Britaniefaith 
57.8K 

@Organicbunny  
129K 

@thegreenproductjunkie  
24.5K 

@Barebeautyblog 
35.7K 



Leverage Existing Celebrity Brand Endorsers

Alexis Bellino – Real Housewives of Orange County 
Brandi Glanville – Real Housewives of Beverly Hills 
Alison Waite – Playboy Playmate & TV Personality 

Aviva Dresher – Real Housewives of New York 
Janelle Evans – Teen Mom OG 

Teresa Apreva – Real Housewives of New Jersey 
Misty King – Beauty Blogger 

Karina Dunaeva – Model 
Naty Ashba – Beauty Blogger 

Angel Brinks – Basketball Wives LA 
Hazel-E – Love and Hip Hop Hollywood 
Jackie Salas – Celebrity Makeup Artist 

Abigail Ochse – Mommy Blogger 



Jenelle Evans 
MTV Reality Star  
“Teen Mom OG”

RJ Mitte - Actor 
“Breaking Bad” 

Viola Davis 
Emmy Award Winning 

Actress 

Grace Gaeley 
Actress  
“Empire”

Trai Byers - Actor 
“Empire” 

Candace Cameron 
Actress 

“Fuller House” 

Scheana Shay Bravo 
Reality Star  

“Vanderpump Rules”

Christian Milian Pop Singer 
and Actress

Joey King - 
Actress 
“Fargo” 

Angela Bassett Actress 
“American Horror Story”	

Celebrity Photos



Barbara Corchoran 
Shark Tank

Christina Milian Pop 
Singer - Actress

Dascha Polanco 
Orange is the New 

Black - Actress

Grace Gaeley 
Empire - Actress

Scheana Shay 
Vanderpump Rules – 

Reality TV 

Georgia Dolenz & Right-
Ruth Connell Supernatural - 

Actresses

Tahj Mowry Smart 
Guy - Actor

Yara Shahidi Black-
ish – Actress and 

Model 

Celebrity Photos



Portland, OR:  
DIY at-home spa treatments

Las Vegas, NV:  Wedding 
beauty bar trend 

Kansas City, MO: Benefits of All-
Natural Beauty

Las Vegas, NV: Spring cleaning (your 
face) 

Indianapolis, IN: Turning popular football 
party foods into DIY beauty treatments 

San Diego, CA: DIY body wraps in 
preparation of summer 

National News Segments



“MTV’s Teen Mom OG” Aired 
nationally to more than 1.85 Million 

viewers 

“Real Housewives of Beverly Hills” Aired 
nationally to more than 

1.6 Million viewers 

“My Shopping Addiction” Aired 
nationally to more than 700,000 

viewers 

“Vanderpump Rules” Aired 
nationally to more than 1.3 Million 

viewers

“CW6 Good Morning” San 
Diego’s highest rated  news 

program

“OK! TV Awards Special” Aired 
nationally to more than 400,000 

viewers 

Broadcast Highlights



USMagazine.com 
59.7 Million Views Per Month

Desert Companion Magazine 
177,500 Readers Per Issue 

People.com 
47 Million Views Per Month

Pagesix.com 
5.2 Million Views Per 

Month 
The Las Vegas Sun 250,000 

Daily Circulation
Wetpaint.com 680,000 Views 

Per Month

Print and Online Highlights



Billboard Magazine 155,000 
Readers Per Issue

RadarOnline.com 
8.9 Million Visitors per Month

Vegas Magazine 665,000 
Readers Weekly

Luxury Magazine 130,000 
Readers Per Month

Star Magazine 
5.8 Million Readers Per Issue

theladders.com 
4 Million Visitors per Month



OKMagazine.com  3.2 million 
users monthly 

ReviewJournal.com 3.1 
million users monthly

News3LV.com 800,000 
users monthly

TheBlast.com 
2.4 million users monthly

AccessOnline.com 
900,000 users monthly

EOnlinecom 30.1 
users monthly

Boutique Grand Opening



The Product: Marianna Naturals has over 100+ different natural products (SKUs), including a host of 
innovative offerings like ice-cream scented ABC and 123 soaps, gold-infused collagen breast masks, red 
wine infused lip masks, pizza bath bombs, champagne-scented bath soaks, lace sheet masks, chocolate 
sugar scrubs and monthly beauty boxes with both mini and full-size box options available – with new 
seasonal themes every month.  

Ingredients: Marianna Naturals only uses natural and organic ingredients which are safe on all types of 
skin.  The company never uses preservatives or chemicals, and all of Marianna’s products are made by 
hand.  

Location and Infrastructure: Marianna Naturals' Beauty Kitchen is located in Boulder City, Nevada which 
is tax friendly and has plentiful, low cost labor. The company has two adjoining facilities and is planning to 
take over an additional neighboring space to satisfy projected demand.  

Customer base: Marianna Naturals has an extremely loyal customer base, which reorders consistently. 

Margins:  Marianna Naturals cost-of-goods are approximately 20-25%, and as the company scales, the 
profit margins increase considerably. 

Celebrity and Influencer endorsement: Marianna Naturals has multiple Reality Star pop culture 
endorsers, from Real Housewives, to MTV, to VH1.   

S.W.O.T & Analysis
Strengths



1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year

Personnel Count 26 43 73
Total Retained Customers 32,553 60,622 108,937
Product Sales 91,029 210,419 378,416

Estimated Gross Revenue $6,506,724 $15,102,793 $27,198,564 

Expenses

Ingredients and Packaging $1,301,345 $3,020,559 $5,439,713 
Personnel $862,000 $1,658,800 $2,614,000 
Payroll, Taxes and Benefits $241,360 $464,464 $731,920 
Insurance (locations) $8,000 $16,000 $32,000 
Insurance (D&O) $18,000 $27,000 $36,000 
Legal $48,000 $72,000 $96,000 
Accounting $48,000 $72,000 $96,000 
Advertising & Marketing $1,802,399 $3,615,923 $6,213,295 
Influencer Earnings $633,926 $1,306,737 $2,346,712 
Postage $6,000 $18,000 $24,000 
Rent $40,800 $122,400 $163,200 
Events $48,000 $72,000 $96,000 
Travel & Entertainment $48,000 $72,000 $96,000 
Technology $36,000 $54,000 $72,000 
Telephone & Utilities $12,000 $36,000 $36,000 
Miscellaneous $24,000 $72,000 $96,000 
Total Operating Expenses $5,177,830 $10,699,883 $18,188,839 

EBITDA $1,328,894 $4,402,910 $9,009,724 
EBITDA % 20.42% 29.15% 33.13%

Net Income Before Taxes $1,328,894 $4,402,910 $9,009,724 



Competition:  The main competitors of Marianna are Lush Cosmetics, Goop, The Body Shop, Estee 
Lauder, Sephora, Shisheido, and Revlon.   

Major players: Competitors are cash rich and are better situated to offer mass private label programs to 
celebrities and influencers.  

Difficulty to attract customers: Makeup and cosmetics are product categories which maintain strong 
customer loyalty. Thus customers who use competing brands are often apprehensive to switch.  

Market sensitivity:  An economic slowdown could reduce demand and the natural cosmetics market 
may become price sensitive. 

Celebrities and Influencers:  Celebrities and influencers must maintain their popularity and drive their 
followers to buy product. In addition, competitors may launch similar celebrity and influencer competing 
product lines and the space could become oversaturated.

Threats



Key Assumptions

• Monthly Customer Acquisition Rate 5%

• Monthly Retention Rate 75% (or Monthly Attrition Rate of 25%)

• Average customer sale of $72 based on historical data (Direct-to-Consumer).

• Product Reorders calculated at 1% of trailing 2 month customers

• Retain one retail location in Boulder City, NV

• Ingredients and packaging at 20% of sale price (Direct-to-Consumer).

• Manufacturing labor at $2,000/mo. per person

• Manufacturing labor increases by 1 at each increase of $45,000 in sales

• Influencer Advertising and Marketing at $25,000/mo based on current negotiations with major
influencers (we will maintain this budget for influencers going forward)

• Influencer White Label Earnings at 20% of Revenue based on current negotiations (we will maintain 
this model for influencers going forward)

• Direct-to-Consumer Advertising and Marketing (Customer Acquisition Cost) based on a conservative
number of $15 – information obtained from one of the best online marketers in the business



Statutory rights of action

Securities legislation in certain provinces in Canada provides certain purchasers of securities pursuant to an offering memorandum with a right of action for damages or 
rescission, in addition to any other rights they may have at law,where the offering memorandum contains a “misrepresentation”,as defined in the applicable securities 
legislation. A “misrepresentation” is generally an untrue statement of a material factor an omission to state a material fact that is required to be stated or that is necessary to 
make any statement not misleading in light of the circumstances in which it was made. A “material fact” is a fact that would reasonably be expected to significantly affect the 
market price or value of the securities.
An “offering memorandum” generally means a document,together with any amendments to that document, purporting to describe the business and affairs of an issuer that has 
been prepared primarily for delivery to and review by a prospective purchasers or as to assist the prospective purchaser to make an investment decision in respect of securities 
being sold pursuant to an exemption from the requirement to prepare and file a prospectus contained in applicable securities law,but does not include a document setting out 
current information about an issuer for the benefit of a prospective purchaser familiar with the issuer through prior investment or business contacts.
These rights, or notice with respect to thereto, must be exercised or delivered by the purchaser with in the time limits prescribed by applicable securities legislation. Each 
purchaser should refer to the complete text of the relevant provisions of the applicable securities legislation for the particulars of these rights or consult with a legal adviser. 
The rights of action for rescission or damages described here in are in addition to and without derogation from any other right or remedy that a purchaser may have at law. 
Set out below are descriptions outlining the rights of action available to purchaser's resident in Ontario which are required to be disclosed and are subject to the express 
provisions of the securities legislation of the applicable jurisdiction.
Rights for Purchasers in Ontario
Under Ontario securities legislation, a purchaser resident in Ontario who purchases securities offered by an offering memorandum during the period of distribution will have, 
subject to certain limitations and statutory defences, a statutory right of action for damages or, while still the owner of the securities, for rescission against the issuer in the event 
that the offering memorandum contains a misrepresentation, without regard to whether the purchaser relied on the misrepresentation. The right of action for damages is 
exercisable not later than the earlier of 180 days from the date the purchaser first has knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action and three years from the date on 
which payment is made for the securities. The right of action for rescission is exercisable not later than 180 days from the date on which payment is made for the securities. If a 
purchaser elects to exercise the right of action for rescission, the purchaser will have no right of action for damages. In no case will the amount recoverable in any action 
exceed the price at which the securities were offered to the purchaser and if the purchaser is shown to have purchased the securities with knowledge of the misrepresentation, 
no person will be liable. In the case of an action for damages, the issuer will not be liable for all or any portion of the damages that are proven to not represent the depreciation 
in value of the securities as a result of the misrepresentation relied upon. The foregoing summary is subject to any express provisions of the securities legislation of each 
offering jurisdiction and the regulations, rules and policy statements thereunder and reference is made there to for the complete text of such provisions. The rights of action 
described herein are in addition to and without derogation from any other right or remedy that the purchaser may have at law.



The Team
Joel Hernandez-DeBellefeuille-President, CEO, Director & Co-Founder of Marianna Naturals Corp.
Mr. Joel Hernandez-DeBellefeuille is an experienced entrepreneur, businessman and founder of Just3 (www.just3.ca) ; a boutique consulting firm providing strategic 
business solutions for private and public companies. He is the founder of www.bullstocks.ca a digital media site that raises awareness for publicly-traded companies and 
www.roadshows.ca a firm that organizes corporate roadshows in Montreal, Toronto & Vancouver introducing public companies to some of Canada's most influential investors 
and banking professionals. He is also sits on the Board of Directors of Primo Nutraceuticals a public company listed on the CSE. Hernandez-DeBellefeuille has an 
independent role as VP of Corporate Development for a leading cannabis co-packing and manufacturing facility. Mr. Hernandez-DeBellefeuille’s responsibility is for 
consulting brands on the development of various types of premium CBD products (beverages, gel caps, edibles, waters, lotions, creams & topicals); as well as solidifying 
strategic partnerships, while ensuring the early growth of the company helping with marketing and capital raises. He is a strong advocate for Human Rights and has 
appeared in and been featured on Global Television, CBC News, CJAD, The Montral Gazette, The Canadian Press, CTV News, 98.5FM with Bnoit Dutrizac, The Aaron 
Rand Show, Newstalk Radio with Co-host Sharman Yarnell, La Presse, The Huffington Post, The Globe & Mail, Vice; as well as a sitting as a professional panelist for an 
accredited law class at McGill University.

Heather Marianna-Chairwoman, Director & Co-Founder Marianna Naturals Corp. & Founder of Beauty Kitchen
Ms. Heather Marianna, a skilled entrepreneur, has successfully grown and managed all operations of the business, always profitably, and with zero debt. Ms. Marianna 
sky rocketed to popularity with the launch of her Beauty Kitchen YouTube series in 2012 where she showcased simple, do-it-yourself beauty recipes made with common 
kitchen household ingredients. Ms. Marianna starred on Bravo’s luxury-travel series, “Tour Group” in 2015 and was featured on Oxygen’s “My Super Shopping Addiction” 
in addition to appearing on several episodes of MTV’s “Teen Mom OG.”  

Seth Bayles -US Corporate Counsel
Mr. Seth Bayles is a Corporate Attorney with over ten years experience practicing in the areas of finance, technology, and commercial contracts.He has negotiated and 
drafted complex commercial, SaaS, vendor, channel, and other technology-related agreements. He has his B.A. in Economics and History from Brandeis University, his J.D. 
from the Emory University School of Law, and his LL.M. from the Georgetown University Law Center.

Sheryl Dhillon -Corporate Secretary
Ms. Sheryl Dhillon is a highly experienced corporate secretary with over fifteen years of experience. She has extensive knowledge of corporate governance, as well as 
strong management skills and excellent corporate communications. Ms. Dhillon acts as Corporate Secretary for several TSXV and CSE listed companies. 



Regulatory Compliance

Martin Wang-Vice-President of Regulatory Affairs, PH.D, Advisor
Dr. Martin Wang has been actively involved in the regulatory compliance and research and development of phytopharmaceuticals and nutraceutical products in the past 
20 years. He is an expert in the licensing of Canada NHP and US FDA botanical drug IND or food supplement as well as China SFDA novel drug applications. Prior to 
PLC, Dr. Wang worked as the Director of Regulatory affairs for Pegasus Pharmaceutical Group Inc. Dr. Wang also has extensive experience in novel drug research from 
screening natural products as drug candidates to translational studies of investigational drugs as well as formulation, pilot-scale development, chromatographic 
fingerprinting profiles of finished botanical products, and quality control. He was a Research Associate in the Cross Cancer Institute of University of Alberta and a Senior 
Analyst in the Division of Food and Natural Health Product (NHP), ALS Laboratory Group, Edmonton. Before coming to Canada, Dr. Wang was an Associate Professor 
in the School of Pharmacy, Nanjing University of Traditional Chinese Medicine, China. Concurrently he also served as the Deputy Director of the Jiangsu Provincial 
Centre for Quality Control of Chinese Medicine. Dr. Wang received his doctoral degree from the Nanjing University of Traditional Chinese Medicine, China and finished 
his post-doctoral research in the Institute of Natural Medicine, Toyama Medical and Pharmaceutical University, Japan and then in Jinling Pharmaceutical Company, 
Nanjing, China.  Dr. Wang has over 50 publications in peer-reviewed journals and 3 patents of novel botanical drugs in China.

James Cao-MSc. MBA , CFA , Advisor
Mr. James Cao graduated from the University of British Columbia with a MBA and Shanghai JIaotong University with a Master of Science. Before moving to Canada, 
Mr. Cao managed an investment portfolio for a large holding company based in Shanghai China. He was also involved several start-up companies in IT, Advertising 
and retail industry. Starting from 2002, Mr. Cao began to work as Finance Manager and later General Manager for a nutraceutical company based in Richmond BC. In 
2013, Mr. Cao set up PLC Health Solutions Inc. as founder and President. Mr. Cao has almost 20 years of experience in nutraceutical industry and 30 year of 
experience in corporate management. 



 Product List 
White	Diamond	Flake	Collagen	Anti-Aging	Eye	Gel	
Dead	Sea	Mineral	All	Natural	Anti-Aging	Eye	Gel	Masks	
Green	Tea	All	Natural	Brightening	Eye	Gel	Masks	
Mermaids	Are	Real	"Eye	Gems"	Under	Eye	Gel	Masks	
Red	Wine	Collagen	Gel	Lip	Mask	
Golden	Ocean	Marine	Extract	Collagen	All	Natural	Eye	Gel	Masks	
Collagen	Crystal	All	Natural	Eye	Gel	Masks	
Blue	Diamond	Flake	Collagen	All	Natural	Eye	Gel	Masks	
24K	Gold	Under	Eye	Gel	Mask	
Coconut	Collagen	Under	Eye	Gel	Mask	
Vitamin	C	Jam	Packed	Collagen	Orange	Under	Eye	Gel	Masks	
Black	Tie	Affair	Skin	Polish	4oz-16ozBye-Bye	Cellulite	Caffinated	Coffee	Cellulite	
Body	Scrub	4oz-16oz	
Lavender	:Take	a	Breather"	Sugar	Skin	Polish	4oz-16oz	
Tropical	Smoothie	Sugar	Skin	Polish	4oz-16oz	
Blemish	Blaster	Skin	Polish	Body	Scrub	4oz-16oz	
Rose	Geranium	Sugar	Skin	Polish	4oz-16oz	
Anti-Aging	Bio	Cellulose	Sheet	Mask	
Marianna's	Bio-Magnetic	Facemask	
Chantilly	Lace	Glow	Compression	Face	Mask	
Lace	Hydrogel	Face	Mask	
Charcoal	Sheet	mask	
DMAE	Miracle	Mud	Mask	0.5oz	and	2oz	
Pumpkin	Enzyme	Peel	Mask	
Marionberry	Martini	Anti	Aging	Aloe	Gel	mask	
Drench	Hydration	Body	Balm	
French	Clay	Mud	Mask	1.7oz	
Geranium	Berry	Anti	Aging	Facial	Toner	8oz	
Italians	Do	It	Better	Facial	Cleanser	
Activated	Charcoal	Clay	Mask	&	Rosewater	Set	
Beauty	Kitchen	Black	Acne	Fighting	Soap	
Lavender	Chamomile	Facial	Toner	
Glam	You	Makeup	Setting	Spray	
Blueberry	Antioxidant	Micellar	Water	
Natural	Facial	Cleansing	Micellar	Water	
Pear	Cleansing	Water	
Tea	Tree	Cleansing	Water	
Watermelon	Aloe	Lip	Gel	
Beauty	Kitchen	It	Girl	Chaotic	Skin	Treatment	Set	
Bye	Bye	Bumps	Razor	Bump	Reducing	Spray	2oz	&	6oz	
6	Mask	Sampler	
Red	Seaweed	Neck	&	Face	Gel	Mask	
Take	a	Chill	Pill	Soap	Set	
ABC's	&	123's	Kid's	Soap	Set	
Blemish	Blaster	Starter	Kit	
After	Sun	Aloe	Burn	Spray	2oz-	6oz	
Daily	SPF	30	Moisturizer	
Peppermint	Pore	Reducing	Toner	
Sleep	Tight	Pillow	Spray	
Crazy	for	Coconut	Hand	Sanitizer	6oz	
Pink	Color	Correction	Concealer	

Conceal	It	-	Blemish	Cover	Up	
Bentonite	Clay	&	Mud	Beauty	Bar	
Pep	Up	Peppermint	All	Natural	Bath	Soak	4oz-16oz	
Lavender	Take	a	Breather	Bath	Soak	4oz-16oz	
Rose	GeraniumAll	Natural	Bath	Soak	4oz-16oz	
Sinus	Relief	All	Natural	Bath	Soak	4oz-16oz	
Aloe	Water	&	Cactus	Body	Splash	6oz	
ACV	(Apple	Cider	Vinegar)	Buildup	Removing	Hair	Wash	
Beach	Sea	Salt	Hair	Mist	
Beauty	kitchen	All	Natural	Bug	Spray	
Cucumber	Fruit	Hydrosol	
Eucalyptus	Spa	Shower	Mist	
Shake	It	Off	Lavender	Crystal	Infused	Fragrant	Body	Spray	2oz-6oz	
Black	Tie	Affair	Skin	Polish	4oz-16oz	
Bye-Bye	Cellulite	Caffinated	Coffee	Cellulite	Body	Scrub	4oz-16oz	
Shake	it	Off	Lavender	&	Blue	Sage	Crystal	Infused	Sugar	Skin	Polish	4oz-16oz	
Lemongrass	and	Sage	All	natural	Skin	Polish	Body	Scrub	
Revitalizing	Orange	Peppermint	Hydrating	Face	Scrub,	Body	&	Skin	Polish	4oz	
&	16oz	Hydrating	Hydrangas	Body	Scrub	&	Sugar	Skin	Polish	4oz	&	16oz	
Lemon	Tan	Off	Exfoliating	Body	&	Hydrating	Facial	Sugar	Scrub	Spray	Tan	
Remover	Japanese	Cherry	Blossom	Exfoliating	Body	&	Hydrating	Facial	Sugar	
Scrub	Southern	Belle	Magnolia	Sugar	Exfoliating	Body	&	Hydrating	Facial	Sugar	
Scrub	Pumpkin	Pecan	Waffle	Exfoliating	Body	Polish	4oz	&	16oz	
19	Sugar	Skin	Polish	Sample	Pack	
Pep-Up	Peppermint	All	natural	Bath	Soak	4oz-16oz	
Lavender	Chamomile	All	Natural	Bath	Soak	4oz-16oz	
Raspberry	Rose	Hibiscus	All	Natural	Tea	Bath	Soak	
Soothing	Jasmine	All	Natural	Bath	Soak	
Red	Wine	Infused	All	natural	Eye	Gel	masks	
Pink	Diamond	Flake	Collagen	Eye	Gel	Masks	
Rose	Geranium	Anti-Aging	Clay	Face	&	Detox	Body	Mask	Skin	Solution	
Zen	Detoxifying	&	Revitalizing	Deep	Cleansing	Clay	Facial	Mask	
Beat	That	Acne	Cleansing	Face	Mask	
Beet	That	Face	Cleansing	Mask	
Peppermint	Shea	Butter	Hydrating	Foot	Cream	&	Body	Butter	4oz	
Lavender	&	Sage	Shake	it	Off	Shea	Butter	Hydrating	Body	Lotion	6oz	
Babes	Who	Brunch	Orange	Mimosa	Scented	Shea	Butter	Body	Lotion	
Pumpkin	Spice	Caramel	Latte	Body	Butter	
Cranberry	Fizz	Body	Butter	
Orange	Mimosa	Body	butter	Moisturizing	Skin	Cream	
Apple	Cinnamon	Body	Butter	Moisturing	Skin	Cream	
All	Natural	Pumpkin	Pie	Hand	Sanitizer	-	Aloe	Vera	Moisturizing	Hand	Sanitizer	
Pumpkin	Spice	Butter	Body	Soap	-	Body	Shower	Bar	
20-Minute	Hair	Repair	Rosemary	Hydration	Mask	8oz	
Lavender	&	Sage	Shake	it	Off	All	Natural	Hydrating	and	Moisturizing	Shower	
Gel Babes	Who	Brunch	Mimosa	All	Natural	Body	Wash	
Watermelon	Aloe	Lip	Balm	&	Moisturizing	Aloe	Vera	Balm	Gel	
Strawberry	Sorbet	Hydrating	&	Moisturizing	Aloe	Vera	Lip	Balm	Gel	
Beauty	Kitchen	SPF	Sunscreen	Moisturizing	Lip	Balm	
Saucy	Cranberry	Hydrating	&	Moisturizing	Aloe	Vera	Lip	Balm	Gel	



OFFICE ADDRESS:
101 Place Charles-Lemoyne, Longueuil, Quebec, Canada, J4K-2T3 Office hours: Monday to Friday 9-4pm 
24/7 Support by emailing: info@marianna.ca NATIONAL PR CONTACT: press@mariannacorp.com
Tel. 514.434.2640

www.mariannacorp.com

SIMPLE, UNCOMPLICATED INGREDIENTS.

'90 Day Fiancé' Star 
Larissa Dos Santos Lima
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